In this work the structure and corrosion behavior of quasicrystalline cast Al_{69}Co_{21}Ni_{10} and Al_{72}Fe_{15}Ni_{13} alloys in 5-% sodium chloride solution (pH 6.9–7.1) were investigated. The alloys were cooled at 5 K/s. The structure of the samples was studied by methods of quantitative metallography, X-ray analysis, and scanning electron microscopy. Corrosion properties were determined by potentiodynamic method. Stationary potential values were measured by means of long-term registration of (E,τ)–curves using III-50-1 potentiostat and IPP-8 programmer with three-electrode electrolytic cell. A platinum electrode served as counter electrode and silver chloride – as reference electrode. The made investigations confirm the formation of stable quasicrystalline decagonal D-phase in the structure of Al_{69}Co_{21}Ni_{10} and Al_{72}Fe_{15}Ni_{13} alloys. In Al_{69}Co_{21}Ni_{10} alloy, at room temperature D-phase coexists with crystalline Al{(Co,Ni)} phase, and in Al_{72}Fe_{15}Ni_{13} alloy – with AlFeNi phase. Comparison of Vickers hardness of these phases exhibits the following sequence: H(D-AlCoNi) > H(D-AlFeNi) > H(AlFeNi) > H(Al_{69}Co_{21}Ni_{10})). In 5 % sodium chloride solution, the investigated alloys corrode under electrochemical mechanisms with oxygen depolarization. Compared with AlFeNi alloy, Al_{69}Co_{21}Ni_{10} alloy has less negative value of stationary potential (~0.48 V and ~0.40 V, respectively), and its electrochemical passivity region extends due to the inhibition of anodic processes. For both alloys, transition to passive state in the saline solution is observed. A corrosion current density, calculated from (E,τ)-curve, for Al_{69}Co_{21}Ni_{10} alloy amounts to 0.12 mA/cm^2 and for Al_{72}Fe_{15}Ni_{13} alloy – to 0.14 mA/cm^2. The ternary Al–Co–Ni and Al–Fe–Ni alloys are the most interesting stable quasicrystalline materials having decagonal rotation symmetry [1-8]. Decagonal quasicrystals combine two different types of order, periodicity along the rotational axis and non-periodic order perpendicular to it. This property sets decagonal phases apart from periodic crystals, as well as from icosahedral quasicrystals. The interest also is prompted due to the finding of quasicrystalline phases of the above alloys when they are cast under conventional solidification techniques. Quasicrystals have many attractive properties, such as high hardness, low electrical and thermal conductivities, low surface energy, accompanied by a low coefficient of friction, reasonable oxidation and strong corrosion resistance, and unusual optical properties which have not been observed for crystalline alloys [9-13]. These properties can only be used for technological applications in the form of thin film coatings [14-18] or reinforcement particles in metal matrix composites [19-23] in order to circumvent their intrinsic brittleness. In the course of their operation, Al–Co–Ni and Al–Fe–Ni alloys are often subjected to the action of corrosive media, but very little information is available on how such alloys behave in corrosion media.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

The quasicrystalline Al_{69}Co_{21}Ni_{10} and Al_{72}Fe_{15}Ni_{13} alloys were prepared by melting of chemically pure components (<99.99 wt. pct.) in a graphite crucible in a TAMMAN furnace. The samples were cooled at a rate of 5 K/s. The compositions of the alloys were set close to the compositional range where the decagonal phase had been firstly obtained [2,7]. The average chemical composition of the alloys was studied by atomic absorption spectroscopy method. The relative precision of the measurements was better than ± 1 at. pct. The alloys were examined by Neophot light-optical microscope (OM). Quantitative metallography was carried out with structural analyzer Epiquant. X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) was done to identify the existing phases in produced samples on an X-ray diffractometer 2018 with CuKα source. The local phase compositions were determined in a scanning electron microscope R3MMA 102-02 by energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) on polished unetched cross-sections.

Corrosion behavior was investigated in 5-% NaCl aqueous solution (pH 6.9–7.1) at the temperature of 293±2 K. Electrochemical measurements were performed using a computer-controlled system including III-50-I potentiostat and IPP-8 programmer using three-electrode electrolytic cell. The investigated sample was used as working electrode, a
platinum plate – as counter electrode, and silver chloride electrode – as reference electrode. A surface of 1 cm² was exposed to the solution for all electrochemical experiments. To avoid contamination of the solution by chloride ions, the reference electrode was in contact with the working electrode through an electrolyte bridge. The Luggin capillary filled with the test solution had a porous ceramic membrane at the end to further delay diffusion of species in the solution. The Luggin capillary tip was placed very close to the electrode surface to minimize the ohmic drop of the solution. Saline solution was freshly prepared from distilled water and pure grade chemicals. The electrolyte was exchanged after each measurement in order to avoid contamination of soluble species. Potentiodynamic measurements were carried out by sweeping the potential in the positive or negative direction with a sweep rate of 1 mV/s until a current limit in the mA range is reached.

Model corrosion tests for 1, 2, 3, 4, 8 days in a 5-% NaCl solution at 293±2 K were carried out with specimens 3.0×0.5 cm in size. The specimens were fully immersed in the saline solution. Testing under these conditions was assumed to be equivalent to a 5-years application in marine atmosphere. The surface morphology was examined using a scanning electron microscope (SEM).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of metallographic and XRD analyses of the Al₆₉Co₂₁Ni₁₀ alloy are summarized in Fig. 1. Two ternary compounds are found in the structure: the crystalline Al₉(Co,Ni)₂ phase and decagonal quasicrystalline (D) phase with the composition Al₇₂Co₉.₅Ni₁₈.₅, as EDS measurements show. As the D-phase is observed at room temperature the stability of this phase with respect to decomposition into its neighboring phases is clearly confirmed. The average volume fraction of D-quasicrystals is about 59 vol.% of the total alloy volume [24]. Their sizes range from 50 to 80 μm.

![Figure 1. The Al₆₉Co₂₁Ni₁₀ alloy: a – OM image, where D-phase (1) and Al₉(Co,Ni)₂ (2); b – XRD pattern](image)

The Al₇₂Fe₁₅Ni₁₃ alloy exhibits two-phase structure (Fig. 2a). From the XRD, the cast alloy consists of primary Al₅FeNi crystals separated by secondary quasicrystalline decagonal D-phase (Fig. 2b). The estimation of D-phase composition by EDS method gives Al₇₂.₅Ni₁₇Fe₁₀.₅. The volume fraction of D-phase reaches 30 vol. % of a total alloy volume [25].

![Figure 2. The Al₇₂Fe₁₅Ni₁₃ alloy: a – OM image, where Al₅FeNi (1) and D-phase (2); b – XRD pattern](image)
Measurements show that the decagonal D-quasicrystals of Al\textsubscript{69}Co\textsubscript{21}Ni\textsubscript{10} and Al\textsubscript{72}Fe\textsubscript{15}Ni\textsubscript{13} alloys possess a Vickers hardness of about 8.6–10.1 GPa, which is much higher than that for coexisting crystalline phases. Comparison with the intermetallic compounds in the investigated alloys exhibits the following sequence: H(D-AlCoNi) > H(D-AlFeNi) > H(Al\textsubscript{5}FeNi) > H(Al\textsubscript{9}(Co,Ni)\textsubscript{2}).

The studied alloys do not noticeably corrode in 5-% aqueous NaCl solution. Their color and mass do not essentially change. Due to presence of aluminum, both the Al\textsubscript{69}Co\textsubscript{21}Ni\textsubscript{10} and Al\textsubscript{72}Fe\textsubscript{15}Ni\textsubscript{13} alloys exposed to atmosphere after polishing are spontaneously covered with an oxide film. This thin surface film consists predominately of aluminum oxides with also a small contribution of iron, cobalt or nickel oxides. As soon as samples are immersed in 5-% NaCl solution of pH 7.0, the process of the oxide layer stabilization begins. Fig. 3 shows the change of stationary potentials (E\textsubscript{st}) of Al\textsubscript{69}Co\textsubscript{21}Ni\textsubscript{10} and Al\textsubscript{72}Fe\textsubscript{15}Ni\textsubscript{13} alloys during 45 min. The recorded results reveal that the stationary potentials of the alloys increase very fast towards more positive values during first 300–500 seconds indicating that the major changes in the passive film occur during this time. Afterwards the potential stabilizes reaching a steady value. The result could be attributed to the stabilization of passive oxide film. The stationary potentials amount to –0.48 V and –0.40 V for Al\textsubscript{72}Fe\textsubscript{15}Ni\textsubscript{13} and Al\textsubscript{69}Co\textsubscript{21}Ni\textsubscript{10} alloy, respectively. The Al\textsubscript{69}Co\textsubscript{21}Ni\textsubscript{10} alloy has a slightly nobler potential which indicates more passive state of its surface.

![Figure 3. (E,τ)-curves recorded in 5-% NaCl solution (pH=7.0) for Al\textsubscript{72}Fe\textsubscript{15}Ni\textsubscript{13} (1) and Al\textsubscript{69}Co\textsubscript{21}Ni\textsubscript{10} (2) alloys](image-url)

Fig. 4 illustrates the voltammograms recorded for the Al\textsubscript{72}Fe\textsubscript{15}Ni\textsubscript{13} and Al\textsubscript{69}Co\textsubscript{21}Ni\textsubscript{10} alloys by cyclic potentiodynamic polarization method with periodic sweeping the potential in the opposite directions. As the potential is changed from E\textsubscript{st} towards more positive values, the anodic current density rises gradually. At potential of ~0.3 V, a sharp increase in anodic current is observed which may relate to active dissolution of alloys components. When direction of potential sweep is switched back, the null value of current density is reached at potential of ~0.88 V for the Al\textsubscript{72}Fe\textsubscript{15}Ni\textsubscript{13} alloy (Fig. 4a) and ~0.86 V for the Al\textsubscript{69}Co\textsubscript{21}Ni\textsubscript{10} alloy (Fig. 4b). At potentials more negative than ~1.0 V, a cathodic current density increases which indicates that depolarizer restoration begins. At the next cycle of a potential sweep, the electrochemical passivity regions may be determined. They have close sizes from ~1.0 V to ~0.5 V for the Al\textsubscript{72}Fe\textsubscript{15}Ni\textsubscript{13} alloy and from ~1.0 V to ~0.4 V for the Al\textsubscript{69}Co\textsubscript{21}Ni\textsubscript{10} alloy. No active dissolution region is observed, thus indicating that the surface of the alloys is covered with passive oxide layer. This may be explained by the transition of the alloys to passive state due to cobalt and/or nickel present in their composition.

![Figure 4. Cyclic voltammogram showing both a positive- and negative-going sweep obtained in 5-% NaCl solution (pH=6.9) for the alloys: a – Al\textsubscript{72}Fe\textsubscript{15}Ni\textsubscript{13}, b – Al\textsubscript{69}Co\textsubscript{21}Ni\textsubscript{10}](image-url)
For both alloys, corrosion in the neutral sodium chloride solution proceeds with oxygen depolarization which gives rise to the close values of the passivity region limit in the negative area of potentials. The extension of electrochemical passivity region towards more positive value of potential for the Al$_{69}$Co$_{21}$Ni$_{10}$ alloy may relate to the inhibition of anodic processes. Therefore, the Al$_{72}$Fe$_{15}$Ni$_{13}$ alloy has a slightly larger tendency to corrode although the stationary potentials for the investigated alloys follow a similar trend. The (E,lg$i$)-curves recorded in 5-% NaCl solution are shown in Fig. 5. The intersection point of two plot branches corresponds to a logarithm of corrosion current density ($i_{\text{corr}}$). The value of $i_{\text{corr}}$ determined for the Al$_{72}$Fe$_{15}$Ni$_{13}$ alloy equals to 0.14 mA/cm$^2$ (Fig. 5a), and that for the Al$_{69}$Co$_{21}$Ni$_{10}$ alloy is 0.12 mA/cm$^2$ (Fig. 5b).

Analysis of the solution left after electrochemical corrosion of the Al$_{69}$Co$_{21}$Ni$_{10}$ and Al$_{72}$Fe$_{15}$Ni$_{13}$ alloys in the saline media reveals very little Co and/or Ni in solution, implying that the remaining solid surface would be Co- and/or Ni-rich. Hence, the general trend seems to be that the noblest metals remain at the surface during corrosion, while the other components, such as Fe and/or Al, dissolve.

![Figure 5](image-url)

**Figure 5.** (E,lg$i$)-curves recorded in 5-% NaCl solution (pH=7.0) for Al$_{72}$Fe$_{15}$Ni$_{13}$ (a) and Al$_{69}$Co$_{21}$Ni$_{10}$ (b) alloys

After the 8-day immersion test in 5-% NaCl solution, small pits are observed on the surface of the Al$_{72}$Fe$_{15}$Ni$_{13}$ alloy (Fig. 6). Pits sites, sized from 5 to 20 $\mu$m, are non-uniformly distributed on the surface. The crystalline Al$_5$FeNi phase and boundaries between the D-phase and Al$_5$FeNi phase are preferentially dissolved. On the surface of Al$_{69}$Co$_{21}$Ni$_{10}$ alloy, pits about 10 $\mu$m in size located mainly in the vicinity of defects are revealed as well (Fig. 7). In addition to pitting, preferential dissolution of the interphase boundaries also occurs.

![Figure 6](image-url)

**Figure 6.** SEM-images of the surface of Al$_{72}$Fe$_{15}$Ni$_{13}$ alloy after 8-day immersion test in 5-% NaCl solution (pH=7.0).

Thus, from the electrochemical point of view, the Al$_{69}$Co$_{21}$Ni$_{10}$ and Al$_{72}$Fe$_{15}$Ni$_{13}$ alloys behave quite similarly in the aqueous sodium chloride solution, but immersion tests show that on the surface of Al$_{72}$Fe$_{15}$Ni$_{13}$ alloy visually more pits appear. So, a first order assessment would suggest that the Al$_{72}$Fe$_{15}$Ni$_{13}$ alloy has lower resistance to pitting than the Al$_{69}$Co$_{21}$Ni$_{10}$ alloy. The reason is that iron-rich phases and their boundaries in the structure of Al$_{72}$Fe$_{15}$Ni$_{13}$ alloy are more susceptible to attack by saline solution. The pits on the surface of Al$_{72}$Fe$_{15}$Ni$_{13}$ alloy are Ni-rich, apparently forming by dissolution of Al and Fe, and those on the surface of Al$_{69}$Co$_{21}$Ni$_{10}$ alloy are Co- and Ni-rich due to preferential dissolution of Al. Corrosion is controlled mainly by chemical composition of the investigated alloys rather than the specific atomic structure of decagonal quasicrystalline D-phase present in their structure.
CONCLUSIONS

The investigations conducted on conventionally solidified Al\textsubscript{69}Co\textsubscript{21}Ni\textsubscript{10} and Al\textsubscript{72}Fe\textsubscript{15}Ni\textsubscript{13} alloys cooled at 5 K/s confirm that both alloys form stable decagonal quasicrystalline D-phase. In Al\textsubscript{69}Co\textsubscript{21}Ni\textsubscript{10} alloy, the primarily solidified phase is D-phase but, in Al\textsubscript{72}Fe\textsubscript{15}Ni\textsubscript{13} alloy, the Al\textsubscript{5}FeNi phase. The quasicrystalline D-phase of Al\textsubscript{69}Co\textsubscript{21}Ni\textsubscript{10} alloy coexists with peritectic Al\textsubscript{9}(Co,Ni)\textsubscript{2} phase. The corrosion of the investigated alloys in 5-% NaCl aqueous solution (pH 6.9-7.0) occurs near the phase boundaries and flawed regions by the electrochemical mechanism. The alloys show an initial stage of dissolution followed by the formation of corrosion layer that blocks further dissolution in the saline solution. The stationary potential for Al\textsubscript{69}Co\textsubscript{21}Ni\textsubscript{10} alloy has more negative value as compared with that for Al\textsubscript{72}Fe\textsubscript{15}Ni\textsubscript{13} alloy. The electrochemical passivity region for Al\textsubscript{69}Co\textsubscript{21}Ni\textsubscript{10} alloy extends due to the inhibition of anodic processes and, therefore, this alloy negligibly corrodes in NaCl solution. As a result, on the surface of the alloy, scarcer and smaller pits are observed. The pits are apparently Ni- or Co-rich, forming by dissolution of Al. The Al\textsubscript{72}Fe\textsubscript{15}Ni\textsubscript{13} alloy has relatively poor corrosion resistance due to preferential dissolution of iron-rich phases in its structure. Therefore, the Al\textsubscript{69}Co\textsubscript{21}Ni\textsubscript{10} alloy shows promise as a coating material to protect rocket-and-space equipment working in marine atmosphere.

The work was performed within the framework of research project No. 0118U003304 “Investigation of the processes of super-rapid quenching from melts and vapor of metal alloys and dielectric compounds” (2018-2020).
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Декагональні квазикристалличні сплави Al–Co–Ni і Al–Fe–Ni у водному розчині NaCl
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В роботі досліджено структуру і особливості корозії квазикристалличних литих сплавів Al_{69}Co_{21}Ni_{10} і Al_{72}Fe_{15}Ni_{13} в 5 % розчині натрію гію (pH 6,9–7,1). Швидкість охолодження сплавів складала 5 К/с. Структуру сплавів вивчили методами кількісної металлографії, рентгеноструктурного аналізу, растрою електронної мікроскопії. Корозійні властивості досліджували потенціодинамічним методом. Величини стаціонарних потенціалів визначали за шілях довготривалої реєстрації (E,τ)-залежностей з допомогою потенціостата ПІ-50-1 та програматора ПР-8 з використанням триелектродної ячейки. Вспомігальний електрод служив платиновий електрод, електродом порівняння – хлорид-срібний. Проведені дослідження підтвердили утворення квазикристалличної декагональної D-фази в структурі сплавів Al_{69}Co_{21}Ni_{10} і Al_{72}Fe_{15}Ni_{13}. У сплаві Al_{69}Co_{21}Ni_{10} за кімнатної температури D-фаза співіснує з кристалічною фазою Al_{9}(Co,Ni)_{2}, а в сплаві Al_{72}Fe_{15}Ni_{13} – з фазою Al_{5}FeNi. В порядку зростання мікротвердості ці фази можна розташувати в такій послідовності: H(D-AlCoNi) > H(Al_{9}(Co,Ni)_{2}) > H(Al_{5}FeNi). У 5 % розчині натрію гію дослідженні сплави кородують за електролітичним механізмом з кисневої деполяризацією. Порівняно зі сплавом Al_{72}Fe_{15}Ni_{13}, сплав Al_{69}Co_{21}Ni_{10} має менш від’ємні значення стаціонарного електрохімічного потенціалу (–0,48 В і –0,40 В відповідно), а його зона електрохімічної нерівності розширюється за рахунок гальмування анодних процесів. Обидва досліджені сплави переходять у панівний стан у сольовому розчині. Величина струму корозії, розрахована з (E,lg i)–залежностей, для сплаву Al_{69}Co_{21}Ni_{10} складає 0,12 мА/см², а для сплаву Al_{72}Fe_{15}Ni_{13} – 0,14 мА/см². Після пребування в солевому розчині на поверхні сплавів відбувається підтримка за рахунок анодних процесів. Обидва сплави переходят в пасивний стан, який здійснюється через зменшення міжфазних границь поділу і дефектів. Кількість та розміри піттингів на поверхні сплаву Al_{69}Co_{21}Ni_{10} виявилися переважно в місцях розташування міжфазних границь поділу і дефектів. Кількість та розміри піттингів на поверхні сплаву Al_{72}Fe_{15}Ni_{13} значно менші, ніж на поверхні сплаву Al_{69}Co_{21}Ni_{10}. Більш низку корозійну тривкість сплаву Al_{72}Fe_{15}Ni_{13} пояснило присутнє стабільних фаз. Післяштовочими отриманими результатами, для створення покриттів на деталях ракетно-космічної техніки, що працюють в умовах морського клімату, рекомендовано сплав Al_{69}Co_{21}Ni_{10}.
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